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Summary

A wind tunnel investigation was conducted with
a cambered airfoil representative of typical com-
mercial transport wing sections in the Langley 14-

by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to determine the aero-
dynamic penalty associated with a simulated heavy
rain encounter. The model was comprised of an

NACA 64-210 airfoil section with a chord of 2.5 ft, a
span of 8 ft, and was mounted on the tunnel center-
line between two large endplates. The rain simula-
tion system manifold, which was located 10 chord

lengths upstream of the model, produced liquid wa-
ter contents ranging from 16 to 46 g/m3. Aero-
dynamic measurements in and out of the simulated

rain environment were obtained for dynamic pres-
sures of 30 and 50 psf and an angle-of-attack range
of 0� to 20� for the cruise con�guration and 4� to 20�

for the landing con�guration (leading-edge slat and

trailing-edge double-slotted ap). Both con�gura-
tions experienced signi�cant losses in maximum lift
capability, increases in drag for a given lift condi-

tion, and a progressive decrease in the lift curve slope
at both dynamic pressures as the liquid water con-
tent increased. The results obtained on the landing
con�guration also indicated a progressive decrease

in the angle of attack at which maximum lift oc-
curred and an increase in the slope of the pitching-
moment curve as the liquid water content increased.

Accompanying the reduction in the stall angle of at-
tack was the general attening of the lift curve past
stall as the liquid water content was increased. The
NACA 64-210 data indicated that the severity of the

rain e�ect appears to be con�guration-dependent and
is most severe for high-lift con�guration airfoils with
leading- and trailing-edge devices con�gured for land-

ing or take-o� operations. Experiments were also
conducted to investigate the sensitivity of test results
to the e�ects of water surface tension by introducing
a surface-tension reducing agent into the rain spray.

The reduction in the surface tension of water by a
factor of 2 did not signi�cantly alter the level of per-
formance losses for the landing con�guration tested.

Introduction

This investigation is part of a broad National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) re-
search program to obtain fundamental aerodynamic
information regarding the e�ect of heavy rain on
aircraft performance. The aim of the program is

to understand the physical phenomena associated
with any aerodynamic performance penalty thatmay
occur during a rain encounter, particularly during

take-o� and landing.

Until the late 1970's the recognition of weather-
related safety hazards to aircraft performance during

take-o� and landing operations included lightning,
icing, hail, low-altitude wind shear, and microburst
phenomena. Since 1971, research has been directed
at determining the nature and characteristics of

the wind shear/microburst phenomenon. In 1977,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) con-
ducted a study on aircraft accidents and incidents

from 1964 to 1976 in which low-altitude wind shear
could have been a contributing factor (ref. 1). The
study, which identi�ed 25 cases (23 approach or land-
ing and 2 take-o�) involving large aircraft (gross

weights in excess of 12 500 lb), indicated that 10 cases
had occurred in a rain environment, 5 of which were
classi�ed as intense or heavy rain encounters. These

�ndings led to the consideration of heavy rain, i.e.,
high-intensity, short-duration rain, as being a poten-
tial weather-related aircraft safety hazard. Speci�-
cally, a pilot of an aircraft encountering low-altitude

wind shear during take-o� or landing operations
would depend upon \dry" aircraft performance mar-
gins. If the wind shear environment is immersed in a

severe convective rainstorm, the actual performance
margins may be signi�cantly reduced. A determi-
nation of the e�ect of rain on aircraft performance
is required to provide safe piloting procedures for a

wind shear encounter in a severe rain environment.

The rain environment present in convective
storms has been of interest to the meteorological and

aviation communities for many years. The parame-
ters used to characterize rain are the rainfall rate and
the liquid water content. At ground level, rainfall
rate, the rate at which rain falls (usually expressed

in either in/hr or mm/hr) is generally used to char-
acterize a rain event. For airborne measurements,
the relevant parameter is the liquid water content,

which is the mass of liquid water contained in a unit
volume of air and is usually expressed in grams per
cubic meter of air (g/m3). The relationship between
liquid water content and rainfall rate is uniquely de-

pendent on the type of storm and the intensity level
of the storm as detailed in appendix A. Measure-
ments made above ground by airplanes instrumented

for atmospheric research have shown that convective
storms can contain localized regions of high-intensity
rain. As these localized regions of high-intensity rain
precipitate toward the ground, gusting winds dis-

perse the liquid water over a larger region that re-
sults in lower ground-based rain intensity measure-
ments than actually exist at altitude. The world

record ground-level rainfall rate of 73.8 in/hr was
recorded in Unionville, Maryland, for a short time
(approximately 1 min) on July 4, 1956, in an intense
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afternoon thunderstorm (ref. 2). In 1962, Roys and
Kessler (ref. 3) conducted measurements of liquid wa-

ter content in a thunderstorm with an instrumented
F-100 airplane. The instrumented airplane recorded
an average liquid water content value of approxi-
mately 8.4 g/m3 with a peak value of 44 g/m3. The

ground-based radar measurements in those experi-
ments indicated modest rainfall rates of 1.48 in/hr.
Prior to 1987, all ground-based natural rainfall rate

measurements were averaged over relatively long
time periods, on the order of minutes and hours
(ref. 4), which masked the short-duration, high-
intensity rain characteristics associated with convec-

tive storms and wind shear/microburst phenomena.
This result led to the development of a ground-based
natural rainfall rate measurement technique by Mel-

son to acquire data over very short time periods,
as short as one sample per second (ref. 5). His re-
sults veri�ed the existence of high-intensity rain: over
7000 eventsmeasured above 4 in/hr with amaximum

rain event of 29 in/hr for short time intervals on the
order of 10 to 30 sec at ground level.

The earliest analytical work on the e�ect of
rain on aerodynamic performance was conducted by

Rhode in 1941 (ref. 6). His analysis indicated that
drag increases associated with the momentum im-
parted to a DC-3 aircraft encountering a rain cloud
with a liquid water content of 50 g/m3 would cause

an 18-percent reduction in airspeed. Rhode consid-
ered such an encounter to be of little consequence to
an aircraft ying at 5000 ft. Because low-visibility

take-o�s and landings were not routine in 1941, the
consequences of a heavy rain encounter during these
phases of ight were not considered. However, for a
modern day transport such an airspeed loss during

take-o� or landing would be signi�cant.

The reconsideration of heavy rain as a potential
weather-related aircraft safety hazard in 1977 led to
the development of a broad experimental and analyt-
ical research e�ort, spearheaded by NASA to deter-

mine the e�ect of heavy rain on aircraft performance.
In 1982, Haines and Luers (ref. 7), under contract
from Wallops Flight Facility, analytically evaluated

the e�ect of rain on aircraft landing performance.
Their study re�ned the work of Rhode by estimat-
ing the e�ects of rain on a modern day transport.
Their analysis not only included the calculation of

the impact momentum of the raindrops, but also es-
timated the increase in skin-friction drag by equating
the two-phase ow phenomenon over the airfoil sur-

face to an equivalent sandgrain roughness. Reduc-

tions in lift capability were calculated with empirical
data of roughness e�ects on airfoil lift. Their analysis

indicated that a Boeing 747 transport encountering
a rain cloud with a liquid water content of 18 g/m3

(based on a rainfall rate of 39 in/hr) would experience
a 5-percent increase in drag, a 29-percent reduction

in maximum lift capability, and a 5� reduction in the
angle of attack for maximum lift. These predictions
constitute a substantial loss of performance.

At the time of the Haines' and Luers' analysis, no
experimental data existed for veri�cation of the pre-
dictions. Hence in 1981, an experimental research

program was established at Langley Research Center
to obtain a heavy rain e�ects data base. Small-scale
wind tunnel model tests were considered to provide
the most controlled environment for evaluating the

e�ects of rain on airfoil performance. Test techniques
and procedures were developed and exploratory wind
tunnel tests were conducted on an NACA0012 airfoil
section �tted with a simply hinged, full-span trailing-

edge ap in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnel (ref. 8). The wind tunnel rain simulation
system produced liquid water content levels rang-

ing from 13 to 22 g/m3. A 15-percent reduction in
the maximum lift capability of both the cruise and
landing con�gurations of the airfoil model was mea-
sured in the simulated rain environment independent

of the liquid water content level. The exploratory
small-scale wind tunnel results con�rmed the exis-
tence of a performance penalty in a simulated rain

environment.

The objective of the present investigation was
threefold: �rst, to determine the severity of the rain
e�ect on a cambered airfoil representative of typical

commercial transport wing sections; second, to deter-
mine the aerodynamic penalty over a wider range of
rain intensities; and third, to explore the importance

of surface-tension interactions of water as a scaling
parameter. The data presented in this report were
obtained with an NACA 64-210 airfoil model with
leading- and trailing-edge high-lift devices tested in

cruise and landing con�gurations. The tests were
conducted in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnel at dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf,

which correspond to Reynolds numbers of 2:6� 106

and 3:3� 106 based on airfoil chord. The rain inten-
sity was varied to produce liquid water content levels
ranging from 16 to 46 g/m3. The test results are de-

scribed in terms of lift, drag, and pitching-moment
characteristics in and out of the simulated rain envi-
ronment and represent the baseline data to be used

in the evaluation of full-scale modeling of rain e�ects.
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Symbols

b airfoil metric section span , 1 ft

c airfoil chord, 2.5 ft

cd section drag coe�cient, Drag/qbc

cl section lift coe�cient, Lift/qbc

cm section pitching-moment coe�cient,

Pitching moment/qbc2

D drop diameter, mm

D1 arithmetic mean drop diameter, mm

D2 volumetric mean drop diameter, mm

H height of rain spray at model
location, ft

ID inner diameter of hypodermic-type
nozzle, in.

K conversion constant

LWC liquid water content, g/m3 (see

�g. 12 and appendix A)

N (D) drop size density function

Q volumetric ow rate, gal/min

q free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

R rainfall rate, in/hr

Re free-stream Reynolds number,
�aV c=�a

V free-stream velocity, ft/sec

W width of rain spray at model
location, ft

We Weber number, 0:00328�wV 2D2=�w;a

x chordwise location of model

geometry, ft

z ordinate location corresponding

to x, ft

� angle of attack, deg

�a viscosity of air, slugs/ft-sec

�w viscosity of water, slugs/ft-sec

�a density of air, slugs/ft3

�w density of water, slugs/ft3

�w;a surface tension between water and

air, slugs/sec2

Apparatus and Procedure

Wind Tunnel and Model Support

The present investigation was conducted in the
Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel, which is

a closed-circuit atmospheric wind tunnel allowing
open and closed test section operation (ref. 9). For
this investigation, the tests were conducted in the

closed test section with dimensions of 14.5 ft high
by 21.75 ft wide by 50 ft long. A photograph of the
test setup is shown in �gure 1. The model hardware,
aligned laterally with the tunnel centerline, was lo-

cated in the aft bay of the test section. The rain
simulation system manifold, which was located ap-
proximately 10 wing chord lengths upstream of the
model location, directed the rain spray horizontally

at the model.

Model

The model used in this investigation had a rectan-
gular planform and was supported between two end-

plates in an attempt to represent a two-dimensional
test setup (�g. 2). The airfoil chord was 2.5 ft
and the span between the endplates was 8 ft. An
NACA 64-210 airfoil section was chosen as being

representative of a cambered, commercial transport
wing section. The model was equipped with leading-
and trailing-edge high-lift devices. Details of the

cruise and landing con�gurations that were tested are
shown in �gure 3 and in tables 1(a) and (b). For the
landing con�guration, the high-lift devices consisted
of a leading-edge slat deected 57� and a trailing-

edge double-slotted ap deected 35.75�. For the
cruise con�guration, the model leading-edge slat was
stowed and the trailing-edge ap system was replaced

with a cruise ap section installed ush to the aft end
of the main wing section. The stowed leading-edge
slat produced an aft-facing step of 0.059 in. that was
not faired to the main wing section contour.

The model consisted of a 1-ft span metric center
section mounted between two nonmetric outer pan-
els. The center section was mounted on an internal,

three-component, strain-gauge balance and was sep-
arated from the outboard panels by small gaps that
were sealed with a thin, exible layer of rubber (den-

tal dam) to approximate two-dimensional ow and
eliminate three-dimensional e�ects caused by leak-
age. The sealing technique did not degrade the bal-
ance performance. Aerodynamic data were obtained

with the boundary-layer transition �xed with No. 80
grit along the 5-percent chordline on the upper and
lower surfaces of the wing and each high-lift element

in accordance to reference 10.
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Rain Simulation System

The simulation of natural rain in a wind tunnel
environment should be able to simultaneously pro-
duce a natural rain drop size distribution , vary the

rain intensity level, and provide uniform rain spray
coverage at the model location with minimal inu-
ence on the tunnel free-stream conditions. The wind
tunnel rain simulation technique developed during

the exploratory small-scale tests (ref. 8) identi�ed an
inherent di�culty in producing large size drops typ-
ical of natural rain while at the same time achieving

the desired rain intensity and drop size distribution.
When water is injected into a high-velocity airstream
at a velocity substantially less than the airstream ve-
locity, the larger drops that form break up almost im-

mediately into much smaller drops as detailed in ref-
erence 11. Although this di�culty can be alleviated
by increasing the water injection pressure so that the

initial drop velocity approaches the airstream veloc-
ity, the resulting rain intensity tends to be too high.
The exploratory small-scale tests indicated that the
drop size distribution and the rain intensity levels

were a function of the nozzle design, water injection
pressure, and airstream velocity.

An extensive experimental research e�ort was car-
ried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to
develop a nozzle design that would simulate a range

of rain intensity levels and a drop size distribution
that would include drops 2 mm in size and larger
(ref. 12). The JPL-designed nozzle consisted of a se-
ries of 0.063-in-diameter hypodermic tubes arranged

circumferentially around a plenum (�g. 4(a)). The
hypodermic nozzle design provided the exibility to
independently vary the rain intensity while retaining
control over the drop size. The rain intensity pro-

duced by the hypodermic nozzle design was a func-
tion of the air supply pressure, dynamic pressure, and
number of tubes in the particular nozzle con�gura-

tion. The JPL research e�ort led to the selection of
two nozzle con�gurations, a 5- and 7-tube (B1N5 and
B1N7, respectively), as shown in �gure 4(b). Also
shown in �gure 4(b) is a commercially available fan

jet nozzle (1570), previously used in the exploratory
wind tunnel tests on the NACA 0012 airfoil model.
This nozzle had an elliptical cross section and pro-

duced the highest volumetric ow rate of the three.
The 5- and 7-tube hypodermic nozzles, along with
the fan jet nozzle, were each used separately (no mix-
ing of nozzle type) in the present investigation to

determine the severity of the performance degrada-
tion as a function of rain intensity. The 5-tube hypo-
dermic nozzle produced the lowest rain intensity and

the fan jet nozzle produced the highest rain intensity.

The rain simulation system hardware was de-
signed to meet the volumetric ow requirements of

the fan jet nozzle. A schematic of the hardware setup
is shown in �gure 5. The rain simulation system con-
sisted of a 20-gallon water tank accumulator, a man-
ifold, and three sets of nozzles (5-tube, 7-tube, and

fan jet nozzle set). A remotely controlled air pressure
valve regulated the water supply to the tank, which
was connected to the manifold. The air supply pres-

sure was varied to control the volume of water pass-
ing through the manifold and exiting out the nozzles.
The operating pressure was limited to a maximum of
100 psig. The volumetric ow rate and the air supply

pressure were both measured and recorded.

The rain simulation system manifold was fabri-
cated from streamlined steel tubing having a chord
length of 3.5 in. and a �neness ratio (chord length

to thickness) of 2.2 to minimize the interference ef-
fect on tunnel free-stream conditions. The manifold
was located 25 ft upstream of the model (approxi-
mately 10 wing chord lengths) to allow time for the

stabilization of the accelerating water droplets and
the dispersion of the manifold disturbances on tun-
nel free-stream conditions. The manifold was aligned

approximately 6 in. above the chord plane of the
model to account for gravity e�ects on the water
droplets. Comparisons of model aerodynamic data
in and out of the simulated rain environment were

measured with the spray manifold in position at all
times.

The manifold hardware shown in �gure 6 was ini-
tially designed to immerse the NACA 0012 airfoil
model in a simulated rain�eld (ref. 8). The man-

ifold was modi�ed for the present investigation to
ensure coverage of the NACA 64-210 model. Two
vertical posts spaced 1 ft apart at the center of the

horizontal bar of the manifold were added as shown
in �gure 7. The vertical and horizontal spacing of
the three sets of nozzles was determined by trial
and error. The optimum nozzle spacing (the same

for all three nozzle sets) is shown in �gure 7 with
a total of four nozzles, two nozzles on each verti-
cal post. Each nozzle is spaced 1 ft apart from the

other both horizontally and vertically to completely
immerse the instrumented 1-ft metric center section
of the NACA 64-210 airfoil model. The simulated
rain�eld was centered about the model chordline for

a total height of approximately 4 ft and extended ap-
proximately 1.5 ft on either side of the metric center
section for all the nozzle con�gurations tested.

Rain Simulation System Calibration

As was previously mentioned, the parameters
used to characterize rain are the rainfall rate (R)
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and the liquid water content (LWC). The relation-
ship between R and LWC is uniquely dependent on

the type of storm and the intensity level of the storm
(refs. 2 and 13). A detailed description of this re-
lationship can be found in appendix A. The wind
tunnel rain system simulates a thunderstorm-type

rain that is de�ned as being a high-intensity, short-
duration rain. The wind tunnel simulated rain�eld
was quanti�ed in termsof drop size distribution, drop

velocity, and LWC.

As part of the nozzle development research e�ort,
JPL developed a shadowgraph technique to measure

the drop size and drop velocity distributions pro-
duced in a wind tunnel environment. The shadow-
graph technique used a pulsed ruby laser as shown
in �gure 8. The photographic optics were arranged

to sample a small region in the central portion of
the spray just in front of the model location. A typ-
ical shadowgraph photograph is shown in �gure 9

for a dynamic pressure of 30 psf. The photographic
negatives were digitized on a computerized optical
scanner and analyzed to determine drop population
characteristics of the hypodermic and fan jet nozzle

types.

The drop size distribution data were obtained
at dynamic pressures of 15, 30, and 50 psf for the

hypodermic-type nozzle and 30 and 70 psf for the fan
jet nozzle type as tabulated in table 2(a). Drop size
was a function of nozzle type, water injection pres-

sure, and tunnel test velocity. Note that the drop
size and drop velocity characteristics measured for
the JPL-designed hypodermic nozzle are applicable
for both the 5- and 7-tube con�gurations because the

nozzles have the same tube geometry (i.e., inner di-
ameter, see �g. 4(a)). The drop population char-
acteristics are tabulated in terms of the arithmetic

mean drop diameter, the volumetric mean drop di-
ameter, and the ratio of the drop velocity to the free-
stream velocity. The volumetric mean drop diame-
ter is de�ned as that drop diameter for which half

the total volume of the rain spray is in larger drops
and half in smaller drops. The distribution of the
drop sizes, shown in �gures 10 and 11, indicates a

large di�erence between the geometric and volumet-
ric mean drop diameters due to the existence of many
small drops in the simulated rain�eld. The wind
tunnel rain simulation technique did not produce

a natural rain drop size distribution as detailed in
references 13 to 15.

The laser system also was operated in a double-

pulsed mode with about 20 msec between pulses
to determine drop velocity. Drop velocity data are
shown in table 2(b) for the hypodermic-type nozzle.

At the lower dynamic pressure of 15 psf, the water

droplets produced by the hypodermic-type nozzle
were moving at approximately 92-percent free-stream

velocity, but at the higher dynamic pressure of 30 psf,
the drop velocity was approximately 89 percent of
the free-stream velocity. It is interesting to note
that the measured drop velocities were independent

of the drop size at the model location. In summary,
the mean drop size decreased with increasing tunnel
test speed and the drop velocity was measured to be

about 90 percent of the free-stream velocity for all
nozzle con�gurations.

In a wind tunnel environment, LWC is expressed

as a function of the rain�eld area, volumetric ow
rate, and free-stream velocity as shown by the re-
lationship in �gure 12. A owmeter measured the

volume of water owing through the manifold. The
rain�eld width and height were photographically ob-
tained at the model location with a uorescent dye,
an ultraviolet strobe light to enhance the photo-

graphic qualities of the rain�eld, and a near�eld
linear-length reference. A photograph of a typical
simulated rain�eld is shown in �gure 13. The rain-

�eld appears to be uniformly distributed at the model
location. Because of the dynamic nature of water
drops, the boundaries of the rain spray region at
any instant in time are not precise straight lines.

Therefore, deriving the rain spray by photographic
means involves subjectively determining the usable
rain spray region boundaries. The rain spray area
produced by the three nozzle con�gurations is pre-

sented in table 2(c) as a function of nozzle type,
tunnel dynamic pressure, air supply pressure, and
volumetric ow rate.

Scaling of Rain E�ects

Because of the complexity of the two-phase ow

environment, the established wind tunnel model to
full-scale scaling laws may not be applicable in the
rain environment. In 1985, Bilanin (ref. 16) ad-

dressed the subject of scaling for model tests of air-
foils in simulated rain. His analysis showed that the
following variables, relevant to the rain spray, are
important in scaling the e�ects of rain from model

tests: the density of water, kinematic viscosity of
water, surface tension interactions of water, mean
drop spacing, volumetric mean drop diameter, and

drop velocity. The �rst three variables are inher-
ent properties of water itself and the last three vari-
ables are dependent on the test technique used. The
scaling parameters that are derived from the group-

ing of the aforementioned variables are Weber num-
ber (We), LWC, and R. TheWe is the ratio of inertial
forces to surface tension forces and is a function of

the density of water, drop velocity, volumetric mean
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drop diameter, and the surface-tension interactions
between water and air. The LWC is a function of the

drop size distribution, drop velocity, and density of
water. The R is a function of LWC. The sensitivity
of the wet airfoil aerodynamic characteristics to each
of the aforementioned parameters must be assessed.

This investigation assessed the sensitivity of a
cambered, commercial transport-type airfoil equip-
ped with high-lift devices to LWC and We. The
sensitivity to LWC was assessed by varying the nozzle

type, water injection pressure, volumetric ow rate,
and the tunnel dynamic pressure. The sensitivity
of the wet aerodynamic characteristics to Weber

number, i.e., surface-tension interactions between
water and air, also was addressed. A surface-tension
reducing agent was added to the water in su�cient
quantity (24 ml/gal of water) to reduce the surface

tension by a factor of 2 (from 0.0047965 slug/sec2 to
0.0021242 slug/sec2), which changed We by a factor
of 2.

Data Accuracy

An internal, three-component, strain-gauge bal-
ance was used in this investigation to measure the
aerodynamic forces and moments in and out of the

simulated rain environment. This balance has an ac-
curacy rating of �0.5 percent of full-scale loading.
The calibration and corresponding error range for
each component are as follows:

Component Load Error

Normal force, lb . . . . �600 �3.0

Axial force, lb . . . . . �100 �0.5

Pitching moment, lb . . . �2000 �10

In aerodynamic coe�cient form, the correspond-
ing error range is as follows:

Aerodynamic

coe�cient q = 30 psf q = 50 psf

c
l
. . . . . . . . �0.04 �0.024

c
d
. . . . . . . . �0.0067 �0.004

cm . . . . . . . �0.053 �0.032

Test Conditions

The location of the rain simulation system man-
ifold 10 wing chord lengths upstream of the model
and 6 in. above the model chord plane was chosen to

mitigate any manifold-induced airow disturbances.
The data of reference 17 indicate the manifold up-
stream of the model location produced a slight in-

crease in the free-stream turbulence level, in addition
to a slight increase in drag. Comparisons of model
aerodynamic data in and out of the simulated rain
environment are with the manifold in position at all

times.

During this investigation, no signi�cant changes
in dynamic pressure were measured at the model
location in the simulated rain environment. Con-

sequently, the calibrated dry air tunnel dynamic
pressure was used to nondimensionalize the aero-
dynamic data obtained. All data shown were ob-
tained with the boundary-layer transition �xed as

discussed previously.

The tunnel dynamic pressure, angle of attack,
and LWC conditions were parametrically varied
to determine the performance degradation of the

NACA 64-210 airfoil model equipped with and with-
out high-lift devices. Aerodynamic measurements in
and out of the simulated rain environment were ob-

tained over an angle-of-attack range from 0� to 20�

for dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf for the
cruise con�guration and an angle-of-attack range
of 4� to 20� for dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf

for the landing con�guration. The rain inten-
sity was varied to produce LWC values ranging
from 16 to 46 g/m3. The sensitivity of the wet airfoil

characteristics to water surface-tension interactions
was also investigated for the landing con�guration.

Presentation of Results

The results of this investigation have been re-
duced to coe�cient form as presented in �gures 14

through 37 and are listed in tabulated form in ap-
pendix B. The data were normalized with respect to
the dry air dynamic pressure. The pitching-moment

data were measured about the quarter-chord of the
model. The data presented were obtained with the
rain simulation system manifold in place. A listing
of the data �gures is as follows:
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Figure

Reynolds number e�ect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 15

Cruise con�guration lift curve and drag polar at q = 30 psf with LWC = 0, 25, and 39 g/m3 . . . . . 16

Cruise con�guration lift curve and drag polar at q = 50 psf with LWC = 0, 19, and 30 g/m3 . . . . . 17

Cruise con�guration drag as a function of angle of attack at q = 30 and 50 psf . . . . . . . . . . . 18

Cruise con�guration pitching moment versus lift and angle of attack at q = 30 and 50 psf . . . . . . 19

Water ow characteristics on upper surface of cruise con�guration at � = 0� and 20� and

q = 15 psf with LWC = 17 g/m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 24

Water ow characteristics on lower surface of cruise con�guration at � = 4� and 16� and

q = 15 psf with LWC = 14 g/m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 26

Landing con�guration lift curve and drag polar at q = 30 psf with LWC = 0, 29, and 46 g/m3 . . . . 27

Landing con�guration lift curve and drag polar at q = 50 psf with LWC = 0, 16, and 36 g/m3 . . . . 28

Landing con�guration drag as function of angle of attack at q = 30 and 50 psf . . . . . . . . . . . 29

Landing con�guration pitching moment versus lift and angle of attack at q = 30 and 50 psf . . . . . . 30

Water ow characteristics on upper surface of landing con�guration at � = 8� and 20� and

q = 30 psf with LWC = 46 g/m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 33

Water ow characteristics on lower surface of landing con�guration at � = 4� and 20� and

q = 30 psf with LWC = 29 g/m3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 35

Water surface tension e�ects on landing con�guration aerodynamics at q = 30 psf . . . . . . . . . . 36
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Results and Discussion

Reynolds Number E�ect

The dry aerodynamic data presented in �g-
ures 14 and 15 show the e�ect of Reynolds number
at dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf for the cruise
and landing con�gurations. The results indicate that

Reynolds number had a negligible e�ect on lift co-
e�cient versus angle of attack for both model con-
�gurations over the range tested. The data for both

con�gurations also show small di�erences in the drag
polar.

Cruise Con�guration Aerodynamics

The e�ect of rain on the NACA 64-210 cruise
con�guration for q = 30 and 50 psf is shown in �g-

ures 16 and 17, respectively. Signi�cant reductions in
maximum lift were measured as LWC was increased,
on the order of 8 and 11 percent at q = 30 psf
(LWC = 25 and 39 g/m3) and 12 and 17 percent at

q = 50 psf (LWC = 19 and 30 g/m3). A progressive
decrease in the lift curve slope with increasing
LWC was also observed for the cruise con�guration

(�gs. 16 and 17). This e�ect may be explained by the
observed water ow characteristics at low to mod-
erate angles of attack discussed by Hastings et al.
(ref. 18) and Hansman et al. (ref. 19). These char-

acteristics were also observed during the present in-

vestigation and are discussed in detail later in this
section.

The drag data at a constant lift condition do ap-
pear to be sensitive to LWC and dynamic pressure
at and beyond stall. For example, the drag data

in �gure 16 for q = 30 psf and LWC = 25 g/m3 and
q = 50 psf and LWC = 19 g/m3 in �gure 17 show in-
creases in drag coe�cient at a constant lift coe�cient

of cl = 1.0 of 37 and 71 percent, respectively. An in-
crease in drag was measured for both dynamic pres-
sures at low and moderate angles of attack as shown
in �gure 18. The drag data as a function of angle of

attack and dynamic pressure do not appear to be as
sensitive to increases in LWC as the lift data.

The e�ect of rain on pitching moment for the
cruise con�guration is shown in �gures 19(a) and (b)
for q = 30 and 50 psf. Prior to stall (�g. 19(b)), the

e�ect of rain on pitching moment is negligible for
both dynamic pressures. The change in the slope of
the pitching-moment curve (�g. 19(a)) is marginal
with increasing LWC for both dynamic pressures,

although the break occurs earlier with a more pro-
nounced e�ect with increasing LWC at a dynamic
pressure of 50 psf.

The progressive decrease in the NACA 64-210
cruise con�guration lift curve slope with increas-

ing LWC may be explained by the water ow
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characteristics observed during the present investi-
gation . The photographic qualities of the rain spray

were enhanced by the addition of a uorescent dye
to the water and the use of an ultraviolet strobe
light in a darkened test section to capture the wa-
ter ow patterns on the upper and lower surfaces of

the airfoil. The surface blemishes on the upper and
lower surfaces of the airfoil model are identi�ed in �g-
ures 20 and 21 to make the reader aware that these

blemishes will show up in an enhanced format during
the visualization process.

The pattern of the water ow that develops can

be qualitatively described in terms of an \ejecta
fog" layer, water �lm layer, and \rivulet" ow �eld
as sketched in �gure 22(a). As the water droplets
impact the leading edge of the airfoil at high speed,

a layer of very �ne droplets is formed in front of the
leading edge as a consequence. This phenomenon
has been de�ned as the \ejecta fog" layer. Beneath

the ejecta fog layer, a water �lm layer develops at
the wing leading edge and extends back toward the
trailing edge along the upper and lower surfaces of
the airfoil. At some point the water �lm layer breaks

up into rivulets, which are thin capillary-like streams
of water running chordwise toward the trailing edge
of the airfoil.

The chordwise extent of the water �lm layer
has been found to be dependent on the airfoil con-
�guration, surface treatment, and angle of attack

(refs. 18 and 19). As the angle of attack is increased,
the chordwise extent of the water �lm layer decreases
on the upper surface and increases on the lower sur-
face as shown in �gures 23 to 26 for the cruise con-

�guration. Figures 23 and 24 were taken with an
overhead camera and show the pattern of the wa-
ter ow on the upper surface of the cruise con�gu-

ration at q = 15 psf and LWC = 17 g/m3 for angles
of attack of 0� and 20�, respectively. Photographs
in �gures 25 and 26 were taken with a camera lo-
cated on the tunnel oor beneath the wing model

and show the pattern of the water ow on the lower
surface of the cruise con�guration at q = 15 psf and
LWC = 14 g/m3 for angles of attack of 4� and 16�,

respectively. Note that the spanwise extent of the
water �lm layer developing on the wing surface is
limited to the width of the rain spray produced.

Focusing on the upper surface �rst, at� = 0�, the
water �lm layer appears to extend back to approxi-
mately the 50-percent chordline before breaking up
into rivulets (�g. 23). The presence of the rivulet

�eld acts as the boundary for attached and sepa-
rated ow. The rivulet �eld indicates attached ow
at the low angles of attack. As the angle of attack

is increased to 20�, the water �lm layer disappears

and the rivulet �eld highlights the separated ow re-
gions present as shown in �gure 24. On the lower

surface, at � = 4�, the water �lm layer appears to
extend back to approximately the 40-percent chord-
line before breaking up into rivulets (�g. 25). As the
angle of attack increases, the chordwise extent of the

water �lm increases until it encompasses the entire
length of the airfoil. In �gure 26 at � = 16� , the air-
foil has stalled and the water �lm layer appears to

extend back to approximately the 75-percent chord-
line before breaking up into rivulets. From visual ob-
servations, the rivulets on the lower surface appear
to be pushed upward around the trailing edge and

pooled on the upper surface. The cratering of the
water �lm layer by droplet impacts and the break-
up of the water �lm layer into rivulets simultane-

ously interact with the turbulent air boundary layer
resulting in an early de-energization of the airfoil's
boundary layer and hence, constantly changing the
e�ective camber of the airfoil, which adversely af-

fects the airfoil's performance throughout the entire
angle-of-attack range.

In summary, the NACA 64-210 cruise con�gura-
tion data presented in �gures 16 through 19 indicated
the same performance trends as the cruise con�gura-
tion data of the NACA 0012 airfoil model previously

cited in reference 8. Both airfoil sections exhibited
signi�cant reductions in maximum lift capability and
increases in drag for a given lift condition in the sim-
ulated rain environment. The most signi�cant dif-

ference between the cruise results of these two airfoil
sections was the sensitivity of the NACA 64-210 air-
foil section to LWC. This di�erence indicates that

there is a rain e�ect sensitivity to camber. As previ-
ously mentioned, the NACA 0012 performance losses
in the rain environment were not a function of LWC.

Landing Con�guration Aerodynamics

The e�ects of rain on the NACA 64-210 land-

ing con�guration for q = 30 and 50 psf are shown in
�gures 27 and 28, respectively. The results obtained
at stall for the landing con�guration indicate that
the LWC condition of 36 g/m3 at the higher dy-

namic pressure of 50 psf (�g. 28) produced almost
as great a lift loss (18 percent) as the higher LWC
condition of 46 g/m3 at the lower dynamic pres-

sure of 30 psf (22 percent) (�g. 27). In addition,
the greatest reduction in stall angle of attack (8�)
was also measured at the higher dynamic pressure
of 50 psf and LWC = 36 g/m3. Note that accompa-

nying the reduction of the stall angle is the general
attening of the lift curve past stall with increas-
ing LWC for both dynamic pressures. Similar to the

cruise con�guration data, the landing con�guration
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data also indicated a progressive decrease in the lift
curve slope with increasing LWC. The same mecha-

nism described in the cruise data section appears to
be at work in this case.

Increases in drag were measured for both

dynamic pressures at low and moderate angles
of attack as shown in �gures 27 and 28. The
drag data at a constant lift condition do appear

to be sensitive to LWC and test velocity. For
example , the drag data for q = 30 psf (�g. 27)
show increases in drag coe�cient at a constant
lift coe�cient of c

l
= 2.3 of 23 and 40 percent for

LWC = 29 and 46 g/m3, respectively. At the higher
dynamic pressure of 50 psf and the same lift coe�-
cient of 2.3 (�g. 28), the drag data show increases
of 14 and 15 percent for LWC = 16 and 36 g/m3, re-

spectively. Aswas previously noted in the cruise con-
�guration data, the landing con�guration drag data
as a function of angle of attack and dynamic pressure

do not appear to be as sensitive to increases in LWC
at low to moderate angles of attack as do the lift data
(�g. 29).

The e�ect of rain on pitching moment for the
landing con�guration is shown in �gures 30(a)
and (b) for q = 30 and 50 psf. Prior to stall
(�g. 30(a)), there appears to be a progressive increase

in the slope of the pitching-moment curve with in-
creasing LWC for both dynamic pressures. Similar
to the cruise con�guration data, the landing con�gu-

ration data (�g. 30) also indicate the break in the
pitching-moment curve occurs earlier with a more
pronounced e�ect with increasing LWC at a dynamic
pressure of 50 psf. Past stall, the rain environment

continues to degrade pitching-moment performance
at both dynamic pressures. The q = 30 psf pitching-
moment data versus lift coe�cient appear to be more

sensitive to increases in LWC than the q = 50 psf
pitching-moment data (�g. 30(b)).

The photographic coverage of the water ow char-

acteristics on the upper and lower surfaces of the
landing con�guration indicates that for low to mod-
erate angles of attack, where attached ow conditions
exist, the water adheres to the airfoil surface forming

a water �lm layer and a rivulet �eld. An additional
ow complication is the presence of the high-lift de-
vices (�g. 22(b)). The water passes through the gap

openings between the high-lift devices and the main
airfoil section and decreases the airow through the
gap openings. In �gure 31, the landing con�guration
is shown immersed in the simulated rain�eld. Fig-

ures 32 and 33 show the patterns of the water ow
on the upper surface of the landing con�guration at
q = 30 psf and LWC = 46 g/m3 for angles of attack

of 8� and 20�, respectively. Figures 34 and 35 show

the water patterns on the lower surface of the land-
ing con�guration at q = 30 psf and LWC = 29 g/m3

for angles of attack of 4� and 20�.

Focusing on the upper surface at � = 8� (�g. 32),
two interactions can be seen: the formation of a
rivulet �eld on the main airfoil section and the water

being driven upward from the underside of each
high-lift device (leading-edge slat and trailing-edge
double-slotted aps) through the gap openings onto
the upper surfaces of the adjacent airfoil element.

As the angle of attack increases, the presence of
the water reduces the gap openings, which alters
the separated airow regions on the upper surface

of the airfoil and causes a breakdown of the water
ow pattern, which results in regional pooling of
the water, as shown in �gure 33 at � = 20�. On
the lower surface at � = 4� (�g. 34), the water �lm

layer extends back to approximately the 90-percent
chordline on the main airfoil section. As the angle of
attack increases, the slat and ap mounting brackets
block some of the water ow as indicated by the

nearly dry areas on the main airfoil section and ap
system aft of the brackets shown in �gures 33 and 35.
At � = 20�, the water �lm layer extends back to

the trailing edge of the main airfoil section (�g. 35)
and from visual observations the gap openings of
all the high-lift devices appear to be signi�cantly
immersed with water. In �gure 35, a sheet of water

appears to be coming from the underside of the wing,
through the ap gap opening, and outward in the
direction of the free-stream ow. The photographic

coverage indicates that the large amount of water
that owed through the gaps played a signi�cant role
in the performance losses experienced by the landing
con�guration.

In summary, although reductions in maximum
lift capability and corresponding increases in drag
were measured for both the cruise and landing con-
�gurations of the NACA 64-210 airfoil model, the

landing con�guration was more sensitive to the rain
environment than the cruise con�guration. Of par-
ticular signi�cance was the associated decrease in the
angle of attack at which maximum lift occurred with

increasing LWC. Accompanying the reduction of the
stall angle of attack was the general attening of the
lift curve slope past stall. The severity of the rain

e�ect appears to be dependent on test velocity and
LWC.

Surface Tension E�ects

The wetted aerodynamic characteristics of the
landing con�guration are shown in �gures 36 and 37
with and without the surface-tension reducing agent

added to the water at dynamic pressures of 30
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and 50 psf. The add ition of the surface-tension re-
ducing agent changes the chemical properties of the

water, which allows the water droplets to shatter and
\wet" the airfoil surface (spread outward in a thin
�lm) more easily. This aspect of the investigation is
a �rst-cut attempt at discovering the e�ect of surface

tension as identi�ed by Bilanin (ref. 16) on the heavy
rain phenomenon. The addition of the chemical re-
duced the surface tension of water by a factor of 2

(from 0.0047965 slug/sec2 to 0.0021242 slug/sec2)
which resulted in increasing the Weber number by
a factor of 2.

The data of �gures 36 and 37 for the treated

rain spray indicate the same trends in maximum
lift coe�cient, angle of attack for maximum lift,
and drag coe�cient as the data for the untreated
rain spray. Although the data do indicate a slight

decrease in lift at both dynamic pressures for the
treated water conditions, the maximum lift attained
is approximately the same. The data of reference 19,

which reduced the surface tension of water by the
same factor as in these tests, showed that surface
tension had a strong inuence on the lift capability
of laminar ow airfoils subjected to the treated rain

spray; however, the data of the present investigation
indicate that small-scale model testing of high-lift
con�gurations having little or no laminar ow (recall

that transition was �xed at the 5-percent chordline)
is not strongly dependent on surface tension e�ects.

Summary of Results

The objective of the present investigation was
threefold : �rst, to determine the severity of the
rain e�ect on a cambered airfoil representative of

typical commercial transport wing sections; second,
to determine the aerodynamic penalty over a wider
range of rain intensities; and third, to explore the
importance of surface tension interactions of water

as a scaling parameter.

In preparation for this investigation, a hypo-
dermic nozzle was developed that provided the exi-
bility to independently vary the rain intensity while

retaining control over the drop size. A 5- and 7-tube
con�guration of the hypodermic nozzle along with a
fan jet nozzle were each used separately (no mixing

of nozzle type) in the present investigation to vary
the rain intensity. The 5-tube con�guration of the
hypodermic nozzle produced the lowest rain inten-
sity and the fan jet nozzle produced the highest rain

intensity. The wind tunnel rain system simulated a
thunderstorm-type rain ranging from 16 to 46 g/m3.

The aerodynamic data presented in this report
were obtained in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Sub-

sonic Tunnel at dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf

on a cambered wing having an NACA 64-210 airfoil
section with leading- and trailing-edge high-lift de-

vices tested in cruise and landing con�gurations. The
NACA 64-210 cruise data indicated the same perfor-
mance trends as the cruise data of the NACA 0012
airfoil model tested during the exploratory wind tun-

nel study cited in reference 8. Both airfoil sections
exhibited signi�cant reductions in maximum lift ca-
pability and increases in drag for a given lift condi-

tion at both dynamic pressures. The most signi�cant
di�erence between the cruise results of these two air-
foil sections was the sensitivity of the NACA 64-210
airfoil section to liquid water content (LWC). Signif-

icant reductions in maximum lift and a progressive
decrease in the lift curve slope weremeasured as LWC
was increased for the NACA 64-210 cruise con�gura-

tion. This di�erence indicates that there is a rain
e�ect sensitivity to camber.

The NACA 64-210 high-lift airfoil geometry was

representative of typical commercial transport wing
sections. The landing con�guration experienced sub-
stantial reductions in maximum lift capability with
increasing LWC and an associated decrease in the

angle of attack at which maximum lift occurred, as
well as increases in drag at constant lift. Accompa-
nying the reduction of the stall angle was the gen-

eral attening of the lift curve past stall as LWC
was increased. The NACA 64-210 data indicate the
severity of the rain e�ect appears to be con�guration-
dependent and is most severe for high-lift con�gura-

tion airfoils with leading- and trailing-edge devices
deected for landing or take-o� operations.

Prior to stall, there appears to be a progressive

decrease in the lift curve slope for both model con-
�gurations at both dynamic pressures. There also
appears to be a progressive increase in the slope

of the pitching-moment curve with increasing LWC
for the landing con�guration. Although the change
in the slope of the pitching-moment curve for the
cruise con�guration is marginal, the break in the

pitching-moment curve occurs earlier with a more
pronounced e�ect with increasing LWC at a dynamic
pressure of 50 psf for both model con�gurations.

Photographic coverage of the water ow charac-
teristics on the upper and lower surfaces of both
model con�gurations indicates that for low to moder-

ate angles of attack, where attached ow conditions
exist, the water adheres to the airfoil surface and
forms a water �lm layer and a rivulet �eld. The inter-
actions of the droplet impacts, water �lm layer, and

rivulet �eld appear to change the e�ective camber
of the airfoil, adversely a�ecting the airfoil 's perfor-
mance throughout the entire angle-of-attack range.

For the landing con�guration, the presence of the
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high-lift devices created an additional ow complica-

tion. The water passed through the gap openings

between the high-lift devices and the main airfoil

section and decreased the airow through the gap

openings. The landing con�guration results indicate

that the large amount of water that owed through

the gaps signi�cantly reduced the e�ciency of the

high-lift devices.

Experiments conducted with a surface-tension re-

ducing agent in the rain spray did not show the an-

ticipated inuence of surface tension on lift for the

fully turbulent, high-lift con�guration tested. In or-

der to fully understand the signi�cance of the var-

ious mechanisms involved in the generation of lift

in a two-phase ow with separated ow conditions,

considerable analytical and experimental research is

required.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681-0001

June 4, 1992
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Appendix A

Scaling of Rain

For natural rain, a relationship between liquid
water content (LWC), drop size distribution, and

rain rate was developed by Marshall and Palmer
(ref. 14) in 1947 on the basis of experimental results.
The study showed that the size distribution of rain

in a cloud could be estimated with an exponential
expression of the form

N (D) = Noe
�ID (A1)

where N(D) is the drop size distribution, or density

function, in terms of the number of drops per cubic
meter of air per unit interval of time, D is the drop
diameter, and I = nR

m , where n; m; and No are em-

pirically determined constants, and R is rainfall rate
in mm/hr. Data from reference 15 indicated that
No = 8000; n = 4:1; and m = �0:21 for light contin-
uous rain. More recent studies (ref. 13) have shown

that the values of No; n; and m are dependent upon
storm type and intensity. Reference 13, for example,
suggests that the distribution of heavy thunderstorm-

type rain is best characterized by No = 1400; n = 3:0;
and m = �0:21:

The drop size distribution is used to determine
the LWC as a function of rain rate. The LWC is the
integrated sum of the mass of each drop multiplied

by the number of drops of each size per unit volume
as follows:

LWC =

Z
1

0
�w

�

6
D
3
N (D) dD (A2)

where �w is the density of water. When the integra-
tion is performed this expression becomes

LWC =
No�w�

I4
(A3)

Substituting I = nR
m , then

LWC =
No�w�

n4R4m
(A4)

Using the aforementioned expression for the drop size
distribution for thunderstorm-type rain, the LWC in
g/m3 is related to rainfall rate by

LWC =
1400�10�3

34R�0:84
= 0:054R0:84 (A5)

Substituting the expression for drop size distribution

for light widespread rain into equation (A2), the
equation for LWC in terms of rainfall rate becomes

LWC =
8000�10�3

(4:1)4R�0:84
= 0:08894R0:84 (A6)

Figure A1 is a plot of the LWC as a function

of rainfall rate for both light widespread rain and
thunderstorm-type rain. Rain is adequately mod-
eled by equations (A1), (A5), and (A6) when the

type of rain environment is speci�ed (thunderstorm
or continuous) and either the LWC or rainfall rate is
given.
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Figure A1. Liquid water content versus rainfall rate for widespread rain and thunderstorm rain.
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Appendix B

Tabulated Data

Tables B1 and B2 present cruise and landing con�guration data in coe�cient form for dynamic pressures

of 30 and 50 psf and an LWC range of 16 to 46 g/m3. Table B3 presents the landing con�guration data

in coe�cient form with surface tension e�ects for dynamic pressures of 30 and 50 psf and an LWC range

of 22 to 44 g/m3.

Table B1. NACA 64-210 Cruise Con�guration

(a) q = 30 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg cl cd cm

0 0.000 0.162 0.010 �0:034
2.030 0.336 0.016 �0:037
4.039 0.508 0.025 �0:038
6.086 0.680 0.037 �0:039

8.059 0.840 0.050 �0:040
10.020 1.003 0.068 �0:041
12.007 1.145 0.088 �0:041

13.003 1.207 0.100 �0:040
14.033 1.165 0.189 �0:058
15.085 1.121 0.231 �0:096
16.092 1.080 0.235 �0:100

18.020 1.076 0.342 �0:136
20.064 1.036 0.401 �0:158

25 0.004 0.155 0.019 �0:032
2.072 0.326 0.025 �0:035
4.035 0.484 0.032 �0:036

6.077 0.658 0.046 �0:037
8.124 0.812 0.062 �0:039
10.090 0.952 0.082 �0:039
12.050 1.064 0.103 �0:040

13.001 1.101 0.139 �0:047
14.020 1.073 0.214 �0:088
15.054 1.020 0.274 �0:116

16.062 1.030 0.280 �0:106
18.002 0.949 0.358 �0:140
20.063 0.894 0.410 �0:150

39 0.036 0.146 0.021 �0:032
2.054 0.315 0.028 �0:034
4.005 0.478 0.036 �0:036

6.067 0.639 0.046 �0:037
8.038 0.793 0.063 �0:037
10.051 0.928 0.080 �0:038

12.061 1.023 0.109 �0:043
13.057 1.061 0.158 �0:057
14.022 1.024 0.231 �0:098
14.998 0.942 0.267 �0:115

16.037 0.923 0.308 �0:131
18.041 0.868 0.347 �0:137
20.016 0.823 0.383 �0:137

(b) q = 50 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg cl cd cm

0 0.000 0.161 0.009 �0:036
2.009 0.338 0.013 �0:038
3.997 0.511 0.020 �0:039

5.997 0.684 0.030 �0:040
8.081 0.858 0.043 �0:041
10.075 1.018 0.060 �0:041
12.077 1.160 0.078 �0:039

13.038 1.211 0.093 �0:039
14.050 1.156 0.140 �0:050
15.091 1.114 0.169 �0:070

16.043 1.102 0.227 �0:092
18.099 1.063 0.310 �0:124
20.064 0.973 0.358 �0:134

19 0.000 0.160 0.016 �0:032
2.006 0.326 0.019 �0:035
4.016 0.492 0.026 �0:037

6.007 0.659 0.037 �0:038
8.025 0.818 0.052 �0:038
10.087 0.952 0.073 �0:039

12.036 1.046 0.127 �0:050
13.022 1.065 0.173 �0:079
13.994 1.031 0.227 �0:105
14.990 0.964 0.263 �0:123

30 0.000 0.153 0.018 �0:032
2.036 0.325 0.020 �0:034

4.025 0.485 0.027 �0:036
6.020 0.647 0.039 �0:037
8.020 0.799 0.055 �0:038
10.024 0.915 0.079 �0:041

12.071 1.010 0.143 �0:061
13.067 0.995 0.204 �0:096
13.989 0.965 0.242 �0:112

15.000 0.941 0.272 �0:124
16.027 0.920 0.298 �0:133
18.071 0.857 0.339 �0:137
20.170 0.805 0.362 �0:130
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Table B2. NACA 64-210 Landing Con�guration

(a) q = 30 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg c
l

c
d

cm

0 4.024 2.195 0.158 �0:431

6.111 2.386 0.188 �0:413

8.018 2.530 0.216 �0:392

10.056 2.686 0.250 �0:370

11.973 2.827 0.286 �0:351

13.945 2.951 0.329 �0:325

16.022 3.024 0.368 �0:292

17.936 3.019 0.396 �0:257

20.240 2.864 0.408 �0:185

29 4.047 2.126 0.193 �0:414

6.064 2.291 0.230 �0:397

8.064 2.463 0.271 �0:378

10.085 2.580 0.308 �0:356

12.078 2.702 0.344 �0:333

14.201 2.779 0.368 �0:237

16.049 2.742 0.391 �0:248

18.094 2.677 0.411 �0:204

20.078 2.440 0.472 �0:256

46 4.041 2.094 0.194 �0:405

6.064 2.232 0.230 �0:380

8.073 2.330 0.263 �0:353

10.171 2.437 0.290 �0:316

12.284 2.345 0.294 �0:248

14.250 2.375 0.310 �0:220

16.076 2.357 0.356 �0:229

18.112 2.303 0.421 �0:244

20.026 2.332 0.471 �0:266

(b) q = 50 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg c
l

c
d

cm

0 4.038 2.146 0.155 �0:405

6.024 2.344 0.163 �0:393

8.065 2.500 0.196 �0:373

10.028 2.666 0.233 �0:356

12.003 2.809 0.272 �0:339

14.078 2.922 0.300 �0:311

16.029 2.988 0.345 �0:286

17.929 3.024 0.393 �0:267

19.962 2.863 0.442 �0:240

16 3.999 2.168 0.157 �0:405

6.016 2.344 0.187 �0:390

8.039 2.509 0.218 �0:370

10.049 2.659 0.251 �0:350

12.031 2.781 0.284 �0:326

14.151 2.674 0.290 �0:244

16.165 2.712 0.324 �0:216

18.015 2.867 0.404 �0:239

19.961 2.523 0.476 �0:278

36 4.030 2.133 0.157 �0:400

6.034 2.299 0.187 �0:382

8.026 2.448 0.217 �0:362

10.101 2.597 0.250 �0:341

12.172 2.598 0.265 �0:275

14.172 2.560 0.284 �0:225

16.120 2.631 0.325 �0:216

18.162 2.474 0.418 �0:255

19.851 2.474 0.478 �0:266
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Table B3. NACA 64-210 Landing Con�guration With Surface Tension E�ects

(a) q = 30 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg cl cd cm

27 8.046 2.400 0.252 �0:386

10.062 2.533 0.284 �0:364

12.021 2.654 0.318 �0:337

16.082 2.696 0.354 �0:257

44 8.064 2.331 0.273 �0:369

10.075 2.468 0.306 �0:344

12.145 2.363 0.301 �0:250

16.177 2.476 0.353 �0:208

(b) q = 50 psf

LWC, �;

g/m3 deg cl cd cm

22 8.023 2.424 0.233 �0:376

10.033 2.572 0.265 �0:357

12.032 2.699 0.315 �0:340

16.086 2.689 0.349 �0:234

35 8.051 2.369 0.250 �0:361

12.209 2.494 0.296 �0:270

16.166 2.615 0.330 �0:213
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Table 1. Model Coordinates

[NACA 64-210]

(a) Cruise con�guration, c = 2:5 ft (cruise chord)

Upper surface Lower surface

100� x

c
100 � z

c
100 � x

c
100 � z

c

0 0 0 0
:431 :867 :569 �:767
:673 1:056 :827 �:916

1:163 1:354 1:337 �1:140
2:401 1:884 2:599 �1:512

4:890 2:656 5:110 �2:024

7:387 3:248 7:613 �2:400
9:887 3:736 10:113 �2:702

14:894 4:514 15:106 �3:168

19:905 5:097 20:095 �3:505

24:919 5:533 25:081 �3:743
29:934 5:836 30:066 �3:892

34:951 6:010 35:049 �3:950
39:968 6:059 40:032 �3:917
44:985 5:938 45:015 �3:748

50:000 5:689 50:000 �3:483
55:014 5:333 54:987 �3:143
60:025 4:891 59:975 �2:749

65:033 4:375 64:967 �2:315
70:038 3:799 69:962 �1:855

75:040 3:176 74:960 �1:386
80:038 2:518 79:962 �:926
85:033 1:849 84:968 �:503
90:024 1:188 89:977 �:154

95:012 :564 94:988 :068

100:000 0 100:000 0

L.E. radius: 0.720
Slope of radius through L.E.: 0.084
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Table 1. Continued

(b) High-lift con�guration, c = 2:5 ft (cruise chord)

Leading-edge slat Main wing section

Upper surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

0:00083 0:00291 0:10848 �0:00047 0:00431 0:00814 0:79781 0:00000

:00312 :00485 :10323 :00057 :01379 :01404 :78175 �:00002
:00731 :00676 :09684 :00118 :03015 :02306 :76573 �:00210
:01250 :00819 :08961 :00135 :04749 :03015 :75204 �:00678

:01691 :00887 :08145 :00125 :07194 :03753 :73722 �:02441
:02128 :00921 :07411 :00104 :09049 :04172 :72283 �:03496
:02570 :00937 :06821 :00064 :11205 :04419 :71036 �:03562
:03049 :00942 :06207 �:00073 :14300 :04719 :67886 �:03735

:03673 :00927 :05569 �:00322 :17552 :04974 :63670 �:03973
:04342 :00892 :04974 �:00635 :20927 :05172 :59557 �:04187
:04974 :00850 :04342 �:01132 :24322 :05309 :55605 �:04371

:05569 :00804 :03673 �:01630 :27761 :05387 :51840 �:04520
:06207 :00733 :03049 �:02011 :31216 :05404 :48235 �:04634
:06821 :00659 :02570 �:02219 :34677 :05362 :44662 �:04707
:07411 :00587 :02128 �:02260 :37965 :05267 :41222 �:04735

:08145 :00493 :01691 �:02165 :41222 :05093 :37965 �:04717
:08961 :00379 :01250 �:01848 :44662 :04845 :34677 �:04632
:09684 :00264 :00731 �:01414 :48235 :04527 :31216 �:04498

:10323 :00148 :00312 �:00972 :51840 :04149 :27761 �:04321
:10882 :00047 :00083 �:00511 :55605 :03705 :24322 �:04100

:00000 :00000 :59557 :03192 :20927 :03841
:63670 :02608 :17552 �:03543

:67886 :01968 :14300 �:03210
:71036 :01467 :11205 �:02847
:72283 :01263 :09049 �:02562

:73722 :01026 :07194 �:02293
:75204 :00779 :04749 �:01885
:76573 :00548 :03015 �:01549
:78175 :00275 :01379 �:01212

:79781 :00000 :00431 �:00782
:00000 :00000
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Table 1. Concluded

(b) Concluded

Trailing-edge vane Trailing-edge ap
Upper surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

x

c

z

c

0:00033 0:00300 0:08148 �0:00053 0:00070 0:00297 0:21477 �0:00050
:00145 :00597 :07763 :00044 :00409 :00657 :20610 :00013
:00339 :00837 :07293 :00142 :00930 :01087 :19632 :00052

:00561 :01034 :06760 :00234 :01635 :01422 :18542 :00070
:00833 :01174 :06189 :00319 :02464 :01696 :17336 :00069
:01141 :01269 :05600 :00397 :03409 :01867 :16015 :00049

:01554 :01347 :05015 :00435 :04482 :01965 :14580 :00015
:02049 :01399 :04523 :00428 :05684 :02001 :13040 �:00021
:02531 :01410 :04018 :00379 :06947 :01956 :11412 �:00064
:03018 :01393 :03513 :00286 :08153 :01887 :09728 �:00112

:03513 :01354 :03018 :00150 :09728 :01860 :08153 �:00162
:04018 :01296 :02531 �:00038 :11412 :01800 :06947 �:00204
:04523 :01203 :02049 �:00292 :13040 :01709 :05684 �:00253

:05015 :01100 :01554 �:00608 :14580 :01587 :04482 �:00305
:05600 :00969 :01141 �:00840 :16015 :01434 :03409 �:00357
:06189 :00823 :00833 �:00898 :17336 :01246 :02464 �:00406
:06760 :00659 :00561 �:00842 :18542 :01020 :01635 �:00449

:07293 :00476 :00339 �:00720 :19632 :00751 :00930 �:00460
:07763 :00276 :00145 �:00492 :20610 :00430 :00409 �:00394
:08174 :00053 :00033 �:00246 :21478 :00050 :00070 �:00217

:00000 :00000 :00000 :00000
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Table 2. Simulated Rain Characteristics

�
D1 = Arithmetic mean diameter;
D2 = Volumetric mean diameter

�

(a) Droplet diameter characteristics

Hypodermic nozzle Commercial fan jet nozzle

Dynamic Supply Mean Dynamic Supply Mean
pressure, pressure, diameter, pressure, pressure, diameter,

psf psi mm psf psi mm
15 80 D1 = 0:9 30 50 D1 = 0:72

D2 = 2:6 D2 = 2:08

30 80 D1 = 1:0 70 70 D1 = 0:47

D2 = 2:47 D2 = 1:12

50 80 D1 = 0:55
D2 = 1:44

(b) Droplet velocity characteristics

Dynamic Free-stream Ratio of
Nozzle pressure, velocity, mean drop velocity
type psf ft/sec to free-stream velocity

Hypodermic 15 112 0.92
30 159 0.89

(c) Rain system performance characteristics

Dynamic Air supply Avg. volumetric Spray
Nozzle pressure, pressure, ow rate, area,

type psf psi gal/min ft2

5-tube 15 80 13 16
30, 50 80 13 9

7-tube 30, 50 80 19 9

Fan jet 30, 50 70 33 10
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